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The following list of publications by members of the International
Problem Area Group covers 1973, 1974 and early 1975. For details
of earlier work readers are referred to the List of Writings on
Development Studies by IDS Members, produced as an annex to the
Annual Report.
COOPER Charles
(with N. Whelan), Science, Technology and Industry in Ireland: a
Diagnosis and Some Policy Proposals, National Science Council of
Ireland, Dublin, 1973.
'Choice of Techniques and Technological Change as Problems in
Political Economy', International Social Science Journal, vol. XXV
no. 3, 1973.
(ed), Science, Technology and Development; the Political Economy
of Technical Advance in Underdeveloped Countries, Frank Cass,
London, 1973. (Special issue of Journal of Development Studies,
October 1972).
'Science Policy and Technological Change in Underdeveloped
Countries', paper prepared for the Ford Foundation Seminar on
Technology and Employment, New Delhi, India, March 1973, in
Frances Stewart (cd) Special Issue of World Development, March
1974.
Foreign Firms and R & D in Irish Manufacturing, mimeo prepared
for OECD seminar on Multinational Enterprises and Science and
Technology, OECD, Paris, February 1975.
(with C. Freeman and F. Sercovich), 'The British Patent System in
Relation to the International Patent System and the Developing
Countries', paper prepared for Latin American study of patent
system, led by Miguel Wionczek (to be published).
(with R.M. Kaplinsky), 'Second-hand Equipment in Developing
Countries' in A. Bhalla (cd) Technology and Employment in Manu-
facturing, ILO, Geneva, forthcoming.
(with R.M.N. Bell, R.M. Kaplinsky and Wit Satyarakwit), 'The
Choice of Technology in the Manufacture of Tin Cans' in A. Bhalla
(ed) Technology and Employment in Manufacturing, ILO, Geneva,
forthcoming.
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ELLIS Frank
(with John Marsh and C. Ritson), Farmers and Foreigners: Impact of
the Common Agricultural Policy on the Associates and Associables,
ODI, 1973.
(with H.W. Singer et al.) Trade Liberalization, Employment and
Income Distribution: A First Approach, IDS Discussion Paper no.
31, October 1973.
The European Community and the Third World, European Studies:
Teachers Series, nos. 19 and 20, 1974. Centre for Contemporary
European Studies, University of Sussex.
(ed) Oil and Development, special issue IDS Bulletin, October 1974.
'Food Marketing in Developed and Developing Countries' in A.N.
Duckham and J.G.W. Jones (eds) Human Food Chains and Nutrient
Cycles, North Holland, Amsterdam, forthcoming.
EVANS David
(with N. Klijn and G.A. Meagher), 'A General Equilibrium Analysis
of Protection in Australia (Revised): Work in Progress and Some
Preliminary Findings', paper presented to the 5th International
Conference on Input/Output Techniques, Vienna, April 1974.*
'Unequal Exchange and Economic Policies: Some Implications of the
Neo-Ricardian Critique of the Theory of Comparative Advantage',
IDS Bulletin, vol. 6 no. 4.
'Uneven Development: A Survey of Neo-Ricardian Critiques of the
Theory of Comparative Advantage', paper presented to a conference
on Uneven Development, Leningrad, September 1974, to be
published in a volume on the conference proceedings.
FOR TIN Carlos
'Latin America and the Changes in Political and Economic Power in
the Northern Hemisphere', paper presented for the Conference on
Latin America in the International System, The Royal Institute of
International Affairs, May 1974.
'Nationalization of Natural Resource Industries and Multinational
Corporations. Reflections on the Case of Chilean Copper', paper
presented at Symposium on Foreign Investment and External
Finance in Latin America, Cambridge, June 1974.
*The bibliography of this paper sets out details of the working papers related to this study.
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'The Foreign Policy of the Allende Government', article in H.J.
Rosenbaum & R.G. Hellman (eds) Latin American International
Affairs, vol. 1, Sage Publications, New York, forthcoming.
'Compensating the Multinationals: Chile and the United States
Copper Companies,' IDS Bulletin, vol. 7 no. 1, forthcoming.
GODREY Martin
'Economic Variables and Rural-Urban Migration: Some Thoughts on
the Todaro Hypothesis', Journal of Development Studies, vol X no.
1, October 1973.
(with G.C.M. Mutiso), 'The Political Economy of Self-Help: Kenya's
'Harambee' Institutes of Technology', Canadian Journal of African
Studies, vol. VIII no. 1. 1974.
"Training and the 'Employment Problem': Some Reflections Based
on Kenya's Experience', Manpower and Unemployment Research in
Africa, vol. 7 no. 1, April 1974.
(with G.C.M. Mutiso), Politics, Economics and Technical Training: a
Kenyan Case-Study, East African Literature Bureau, forthcoming.
KAPLINSKY Raphie
Accumulation and the Transfer of Technology: Issues of Conflict
and Mechanisms for the Exercise of Control, IDS Discussion Paper
no. 60, August 1973.
Innovation in Gen Production: The Case for an Intermediate Tech-
nology, IDS Discussion Paper no. 34, January 1974.
'The Supply of Technology, The Demand for Technology, Some
Significant Problems', Scienza e Tecnica, 1974.
(with C. Cooper), 'Second-hand Equipment in Developing Countries'
in A. Bhalla (ed) Technology and Employment in Manufacturing,
ILO, Geneva, forthcoming.
(with R.M.N. Bell, C. Cooper, Wit Satyarakwit), 'The Choice of
Technology in the Manufacture of Tin Cans' in A. Bhalla (ed)
Technology and Employment in Manufacturing, ILO, Geneva, forth-
coming.
'The Gari Project: Phase II' working outline of research proposal to
be submitted to the International Development Research Centre,
University of Ife.
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MURRA Y Robin
'Productivity, organic composition and the falling rate of profit',
Bulletin of the Conference of Socialist Economists, Summer 1973.
Major Issues arising from the Transfer of Technology: a case study of
Ethiopia, report to UNCTAD, UN 1974.
SEERS Dudley
(with Richard Jolly and Hans Singer), The Pilot Employment
Missions and Lessons of the Kenya Mission, IDS Communication
ihR, 1973 (reprinted June 1974).
'Development and Population Growth in Poor Countries' in H.B.
Parry (ed) Population and its Problems: A Plain Man's Guide,
Wolfson College Lectures, 1973, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1974.
'Cuba' in Chenery, Ahluwalia, Bell, Duloy, Jolly (eds) Redistribution
with Growth, IDS/IBRD, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1974.
'Rise in the price of oil: terrible disaster or great opportunity?'
Development Forum, March 1974.
Report of the seminar on the Energy Crisis at Schloss Hernstein,
Austria, mimeo, UNITAR, New York,June 1974.
'A Common Market for Oil Producers?' National & Grindlays
Review, August 1974.
'What business is it of ours?' Keynote address to the Ghent Con-
ference of European Research Institutions, mimeo, October 1974.
Research for socio-economic development planning - Malaysia,
Report for the UN, mimeo, August 1974.
'The political economy of national accounting', mimeo,January 1975.
SIL VA MICHELENA Jose A.
'Diversities among dependent nations: An overview of Latin
American Development' in S.N. Eisendstadt and Stein Rokkan (eds)
Building States and Nations, Sage Publications Inc., Beverly Hills,
1973..
'La Politica de Poder entre los Grandes Bloques' (Power Politics
among Power Blocs), mimeo, November 1973.
'International Implications of Latin American Modes of Develop-
ment', World Today, November 1974.
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SINGER flans
'Income Distribution and Population Growth', paper prepared for
UN International Symposium on Population and Development,
Cairo, June 1973, preparatory to World Population Conference,
1974.
'Introduction' and 'The European Economic Community and
Developing Countries', in a report on the International Symposium
on Growth and World Equilibrium, Elsinore, August 1973.
'The Commodity Boom and Developing Countries' in New Society,
August 30, 1973.
'The Development Outlook for Poor Countries: Technology is the
Key' in Challenge, New York, May/June 1973, and German version
in Evangelische Kommentare, November 1973.
'Rural Employment as a Background to Rural-Urban Migration in
Africa', paper presented at Conference on Urban Unemployment in
Africa, IDS, September 1971, published in special issue of Manpower
and Unemployment Research in Africa - A Newsletter, vol. 6 no. 2,
November 1973.
(with David Kaplan), Cost-Benefit Analysis and the Allocation of
Resources to Crime Prevention, mimeo, November 1973.
'International Policies and Employment Creation' in Karl Wohimuth
(cd) Employment Creation in Developing Societis - the Situation
of Labour in Dependent Economies, Praeger, New York, 1973.
'La Empresa Internacional como Exportadora de Tecnologia' in
Comercio de Tecnologia y subdesarrollo Economico, Co-ordinacion
de Ciencias, Mexico, 1973.
(with Richard Jolly and Dudley Seers), The Pilot Employment
Missions and Lessons of the Keyna Mission, IDS Communication
ihR, 1973, reprintedJune 1974.
'Transfer of Technology in LDCs' in Inter Economics, vol. 1, January
1974.
(with Stuart D. Reynolds), 'Aspects of the Distribution of Income
and Wealth in Kenya', UNESCO Document SCH/WS/314, Paris,
November 1973, revised version: IDS Discussion Paper no. 41,
February 1974.
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'A mirror and a chimera' in New Society, March 14, 1974. (On large
British companies and the poverty of their African workers).
'Transfer of Technology and its Impact on Development', paper
presented at a conference on investment in developing countries,
organized by Danish Industrialization Fund for Developing
Countries, Hombaek, April 1974.
'Global oil crisis will be life-or-death for the NOPEC countries' in
Third World, vol. 3 no. 7, April/May 1974.
(with Mohinder Pun), 'Aid and Donor Countries' GNP' in Inter
Economics, no. 7,July 1974.
'La Strategia per lo sviluppo tecnologico e il Piano mondiale di
azione delle N.U.' in Scienza e Tecnica 74 - Annuario della EST
(Enciclopedia della Scienza e della Tecnica), Mondadori, Milan,
1974.
'Auf dem Weg in eine Welt des Hungers - Krisenhafte Entwicklungen
in der Nahrungsmittelversorgung' in Evangelische Kommentare, no.
10, Stuttgart, October 1974.
(with Blackburn, Ellis, et al.), Trade Liberalization, Employment
and Income Distribution: a first approach, IDS Discussion Paper no.
31, October 1973.
STANTON Richard
(with Singer et al.) 'Bargaining in the Current GATT Negotiation:
the position of developing countries' in Trade Liberalization, Em-
ployment and Income Distribution: a first approach, IDS Discussion
Paper no. 31, October 1973.
SUNKEL Osvaldo
External Economic Relations and the Process of Development:
suggestions for an alternative analytical framework, IDS Discussion
Paper no. 51,June 1974.
A Critical Commentary on the United Nations Report on Multina-
tional Corporations in World Development, IDS Discussion Paper no.
52,June 1974.
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VA ¡ TS OS Constan tine
'Income Distribution, Welfare Considerations and Transnational
Enterprises' in J.H. Dunning (ed) Economic Analysis and the
Multinational Enterprise, Allen and Unwin, London, 1974.
'Employment Effects of Foreign Direct Investments in Developing
Countries' in Edgar O. Edwards (ed) Employment in Developing
Nations, Columbia University Press, New York and London, 1974.
Policies on Foreign Direct Investments and Economic Development
in Latin America, IDS Communication 106, 1974.
'Power, Knowledge and Development Policy: Relations Between
Transnational Enterprises and Developing Countries,' paper pre-
serited at the Dag Hamnierskjold Seminar on the Third World and
International Economic Change, August 1974.
"North-South' Economic Relations: The Case of Foreign Invest-
ments and Productive Knowledge', mimeo, 1974.
Intercountry Income Distribution and Transnational Enterprises,
Oxford University Press, London, 1974.
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ON THE NATURE OF CASUAL MISREPRESENTATION: A REPLY
TO DUDLEY SEERS
I'm sorry that Dudley Seers (Letter to the Editor, vo1. 5 no. 4, May
1974) thinks that David Michael and I are guilty of casually
misrepresenting his views. I don't myself recall feeling so emotional
about my arguments that I deliberately set out to transgress the
boundaries of polite academic discourse. To set the record straight,
Seers did say that employment and income targets are linked, but how
this materially affects the view we cited ('.
.
. the growth of
employment has to be a more important target than the growth of
income'), I fail to see. I'm sure we can leave it to your readers to decide
whether this amounts to casual misrepresentation, let alone not being
an 'authentic' reference. Seers' letter does, however, raise a few other
issues which I would like to comment on.
Professor Seers apparently considers the article concerned (Bulletin,
October 1973) is a 'slightly esoteric discussion of whether Marx's
criticisms of the reliability of the 'lumpen bourgeoisie' did or did not
turn out to be 'right after all' when applied to African conditions more
than a entury later'. This article is, of course, on the subject of the
lumpen proletariat, not the lumpen bourgeoisie, a casual slip, which,
naturally, I would not think to describe as casual misrepresentation. We
were not in fact concerned to defend a pristine form of marxism;
rather, we attempted to use certain marxist categories of evaluation and
appraisal in the context of contemporary issues of contention i.e. the
extent of marginality, differentiation, internal crystalization and
ideology formation amongst the urban poor. Certainly if the number of
requests for offprints and helpful comments by professional colleagues
is anything to go by, our endeavour was not completely fruitless. In
addition, the subject-matter has received considerable attention in the
literature, probably the most notable recent contribution being Peter
Worsley's chapter on Fanon in The Socialist Register, Merlin Press,
1972.
Dudley Seers clearly feels annoyed or upset that he is labelled as a
'professional developmentalist' and as 'an ideologue of the capitalist
order', living in fear of the poor. I can only repeat the first description,
and point oût that Seers has himself written elsewhere in an interesting
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and informative manner about the problems - particularly moral
problems - that foreign advisors face in their dealings with
governments reluctant to undertake redistributive policies. His letter
seems only to confirm our view, made in two passing references, that
the role of the liberal advisor is, to say the least, fraught with
ambiguity. As to the second description, this is purely a matter of
self-identification (the phrase 'ideologues of the capitalist order' occurs
one and a half pages after Seers' work is referred to). I would not
myself make such a simple imputation of his position. On the contrary,
I have always found his writings informed by a degree of social concern
that transcends such crude labelling.
Yours sincerely,
Robin Cohen
Dept. of Sociology
University of Birmingham
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Please note: IDS Bulletin vol. 6 no. 3 - February 1975 Erratum
HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH
p.72 last para last sentence should read:
"It is this process which stunts the growth of small-scale productive
sectors: either completely containing it by decapitating any foray
into mass production by parts of this sector through the direct
introduction of foreign, or foreign government, or government (cum
foreign technology) enterprises; or by vastly accelerating the broadly
based, widely linked development of a particular productive activity
so that a very few producers with relatively few employees and few
linkages come to dominate these new activities in a short space of
time."
